
2nd MC-Meeting: COST Action CA20130 (March 28,2022 – start 14:30- end 18:00, CET) 

European MIC Network – New paths for science, sustainability and standards (Euro-MIC) 

 

 

 

Attendance (in-Person): 23 MCs + Chair 

(Note: on 28.03 23 MC-Countries were confirmed / on the 01.04 2 pending MCs became confirmed) 

In total 20 Countries were represented at the MC-Meeting --> 11 votes needed for MC- decision  

Andrea Koerdt Dr Germany 

Andreas Erbe Prof Norway 

Annie Biwen An-Stepec Dr Germany 

Bo Højris Dr Denmark 

Edna Yamasaki Patrikiou Prof Cyprus 

Elisabete Silva Dr Portugal 

Filipe Mergulhão Dr Portugal 

Gabriel FURTOS Prof Romania 

Herman de Vries Mr Netherlands 

Jan Stoulil Dr Czech Republic 

José Miguel Palomo Prof Spain 

Judit Knisz Dr Hungary 

Julian Wharton Dr United Kingdom 

Mario Mitov Prof Bulgaria 

Matthew Snape Mr Switzerland 

Muhamed Farruku Mr Albania 

Nanni Noel-Hermes Dr Netherlands 

PANAYOTA VASSILIOU Prof Greece 

Pauliina Rajala Dr Finland 

Pierangela Cristiani Dr Italy 

REGINE BASSEGUY Dr France 

Scott Mitchell Dr Spain 

Torben Lund Skovhus Dr Denmark 

Yolina Hubenova Prof Bulgaria 
Non-MC (took the minutes) 
Gregor Gluth Dr Germany 

 

Attendance (Online): 4 MC+ Ms. Unger 

Alina Sionkowska Prof Poland 

Olga Marchut-Mikołajczyk Dr Germany 

Uroš Trdan Dr Poland 



Wolfram Fürbeth Prof Slovenia 
 
Michelle Unger Dr Germany 

 

Minutes:  

Meeting Moderator: Andrea Koerdt & Torben L. Skovhus  

General: (14:30-14:50 min) 

1. Welcome (Chair and Vice Chair) 

- Start: ~14:45pm 

- Welcome by A. Koerdt and T. Skovhus 

- MC members agree to allow G. Gluth (not a member of the MC) to attend and take notes 

 

2. Approval of the minutes of the last MC Meeting  

- MC members approve the minutes from the last meeting 

- MC approved the agenda of the present meeting 

- MC members (including online participants) introduced themselves in brief 

 

3. Approval of the agenda (additional items should be forwarded to the chairs 1 week before 

the meeting, March 21 the latest) 

- Approved (see above) 

 

4. Progress made so far by the working groups and goals to be achieved in the short term (what 

strategy is being pursued): (14:50- 16:00 min) 

a. WG 1: Judit Knisz, WG leader 

- presentation given by J. Knisz (4 slides) 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

b. WG 2: Annie Biwen An-Stepec, WG leader 

- presentation given by A. An-Stepec (10 slides) 

  

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

  

 

b. WG 3: Matthew Snape, WG leader 

- presentation given by M. Snape (15 slides) 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

c. WG 4: Elisabete Silva, WG leader 

- presentation given by E. Silva (17 slides) 

  



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

d. WG 5: Julian Wharton, WG leader  

e. - presentation given by J. Wharton (12 slides) 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 

5. Break and Networking (16:00- 16:30) 

Break 

 

6. Discussion and feedback to WG leaders (16:30- 17:00) 

- T. Skovhus mentions attempt of NACE committee to write a review on MIC; was never 

finalized → current COST Action focus should not be too broad – stay focused! 

- Comment by [French lady]: COST Action should focus on methodology 

- Comment by J. Knisz: Group leaders should be involved in the work of the other working 

groups (attend all meetings if possible, or at least read minutes) 

- Comment by E. Silva agrees that group leaders should be responsible for contact to other 

working groups 



- A. Koerdt comments that COST website will be online soon; contact details will be 

available there 

- T. Skovhus comments that output of the working groups will depend on what members 

contribute 

- A. Erbe comments that it might be worth to check whether existing methods can be 

applied to new materials, or whether new methods must be developed 

- A. An-Stepec comments that the educational aspect is very important; for example, how 

do you discriminate MIC from abiotic corrosion? 

- T. Skovhus mentions database on MIC-related genomes (on GitHub) from the GenoMIC 

project 

 

 

 

7. MC-Decisions (17:00-17:45): 

a. W&B Plan finalized at MC meeting in Berlin August 24, 2022 

- A. Koerdt asks the working group leaders to decide which communication tool to use 

- A. Koerdt reminds people to advertise the COST action to get more members and MCs 

 

b. STSM (discussion on how to use this option) 

- Comment by Jose Miguel Palomo Carmona: Could be used to start a research 

project/proposal by using the money to perform preliminary experiments (possibly even 

publishable); sending Master students for example 

- Max. 3 month; max. 3000 EUR each 

- T. Skovhus mentions that it can be used to initiate a round robin testing programme 

(pays for first meeting for exchange of protocols etc., at least) 

- A. Koerdt reminds people to remind people from their country of the ITC grant (max. 

1200 EUR each) 

8. Reimbursement rules for the future:  

a. During MC-Meetings: 

a. Only one MC member will be reimbursed per country and meeting? (Of course, the other 

MC members can still come, but will not be reimbursed) 

- Vote: FOUR (4) against; TWELVE (12) in favor; ONE (1) neutral => APPROVED 

b. No refunding for the MC in the country where the MC-Meeting will take place 

Vote: NOBODY against => APPROVED 

c. General lowering of DA (daily allowance) by 70% so that more people receive refunds 

Vote: NOBODY against => APPROVED 

 

b. WG-Meetings: 

a. Members of core group (elected!) [e.g., working group leaders, vice group leaders] get 

every time refund as they are the most active people 

Vote: NOBODY against => APPROVED 

b. Mainly YR&I get refund (YR&I as defined by COST) 

Vote: NOBODY against => APPROVED 



c. Refund is depending on active participation (‘active participation’ defined by group 

leaders) 

Vote: NOBODY against => APPROVED 

d. For Working Group members only one reimbursement per person per Grant period 

(October-October) [only in case of budget problems] 

Vote: NOBODY against => APPROVED 

 

 

c. Training school: 

a. Should only Trainer get reimbursed or also the Trainees  

Recommendation of the core group: Only trainers should be reimbursed, because otherwise 

it will be too expensive for the COST; T. Skovhus mentioned that there are several other 

sources of funding available for PhD students (i.e. trainees) 

Vote: NOBODY against => APPROVED 

d. Workshop/Conference: 

a. (In Berlin): Professor Dr. Lisa Gieg gets reimbursed?   

Vote: NOBODY against => APPROVED 

b. Transfer of money for the STSM to the Berlin Event to support Lisa Gieg? 

Vote: NOBODY against => APPROVED 

 

8. Short discussion and ideas on how to get more countries to join the MC (17:45-18:00) 

- People from China (and the rest of the world for that matter) can become member of 

COST Action, but can’t be reimbursed! 

- Every new member of COST Action will increase the budget for the next grant period 

(even if people from the same country are already members) 

 

9. Next meeting (Berlin) 

→ Skipped to working group meetings tomorrow as we were running out of time 

10. AOB 

→ Skipped to working group meetings tomorrow as we were running out of time 

 

 

 

Meeting close at 18:00 pm CET 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Online Group Photo from March 29, 2022:  

 

Group Photo outside after the WG meeting March 29 2022: 

 

 


